
 

Letter No. 8 

Date : 02.08.2006 

My dear young friends, 

Affectionate greetings. 

The constitution of India bears the stamp of the British colonial system of 

government. The same administrative structure that the British imposed has 

been incorporated to gores us. The government of free India is being run as a 

form of divisive panly democracy are a realistic assessment of present day 

Lou tics would shoes that it is nothing that the perpetuation of the British policy 

of ‘divide and rule’. During the last 58 year since independence the only 

hatriote act that can be singed out is the integration of over 500 pernisuly statis 

into India carried out by Sardar Patel. Barring this development the record of 

lost 1947 events infects only increasing polarization of society along castes, 

language, region, and commercial lines. A party based democracy is nothing 

but an aberration is it lonely oriented to capture and enjoyment of state over 

and not to well being of citizens. 

Even after freedom all political parties have been found engaged not is 

empowering the people to become self enliont but is making them dependent 

on government. Instead of molulising people to construction work. The people 

are being incited adopt methods like documentation agitation, strikes of 

various forms to disrupt the functioning of the society as though we are stices 

under foreign rule. A false idea is going ground that the future of the nation 

rests in the hands of the ruling party and the apposition and the general public 

have no role in governance consequently ability nothing is being done in free 

India to foster the spirit of patriotism and social respoensiloitly and for this very 

reason the patriotic feeling is gelling dissipated could the nation at all have a 

bright future in this environment?  

Shri Jaiprakash Naran ji was one national leader who was in the forefront of 

the freedom struggle and suffered extremes of hard as life lout declined to 

accept any office or any such privilege in independent India. We continued his 

struggle the country’s ipliftment due his last breatem. It was his considered 

view that panly based democracy would be reviews for the country. Having 


